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My invention relates to improvements in 
ornamental frames to be placed on the li— 
cense plates of automobiles and it‘ is my 
object to produce a frame which will be ad’ 

5 just-able to ?t any size of plate and which 
can be locked to the corners to‘prevent fall 
ing 05. ' 

In the drawing Fig. 1 is a corner piece for 
my improved frame; Fig. 2 a view of one end 

10 of a co-operating straight member; Fig. 3 a 
back view of the corner of a plate with my 
frame thereon showing how the parts are 
interlocked; Fig. 4 a view of the structure 
of 3 on the lined-4i thereof; Fig. 5 
a view of a slightly modi?ed corner piece; 
Fig. (3 a view of a slightly modi?ed straight 
member; and Fig. 7 a view showing how the 
parts of Figs. 5 and 6 interlock. 
The complete frame consists of four cor 

ner pieces and four straight members. ' 
As the automobile license plates p are gen 

erally provided with a beaded edge as shown 
in Fig. 4 the frame pieces have a counter 
part bead on their faces to snap under the 
bead on the plate as shown in said Fig. 4. 
As shown in Fig. 1 each‘ corner piece 1 has 

two legs 2 and 3 at right angles to each other 
with the corner-4L shaped to correspond to the 
corner of the license plate. It is provided 
with turned over ears 5 and 6 which pref 

' erably but not necessarily, project inwardly 
and also with cut out portions 7 and 8. Each 
straight member is a-folded channel section 
9 having a slit 10 in the ends of the back face 
so that a tongue 11 is formed. 
In use the ends of the straight members 
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are slipped under the ears on the corner ' 
pieces and the frame snapped into place on 
the license plate edges. The corner pieces 
are then pushed in until the frame snugly 
?ts the plate all around after which they 
tongues 11 are bent over the ears 5 and 6 
on the corner pieces after Which the exten 
sions of the ears on the corner pieces, if 
used, are bent over the ears 11 as shown in 
Fig. 3 to prevent accidental separation of the 
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parts. This form of double locks resists sep- ' 
aration in two directions. 
In this way a cheap frame which will ?t 
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any license plate isproduced as the tongues 
11 are turned over more or less of their length 
according to the‘ amount of interlocking of' 
the straight members with the corner pieces. 
In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 I have‘shown a slightly 55 » 

modified form of locking devicei Each cor 
her piece 15 has two turned over ears 16v 
and 17 on the back, each of which is provided 
with an open ended slot 18 and 19. The back 
of-each straight member‘20 has a narrow, "60 
tongue 21 formed therein. 'When the straight - 
member slid into the corner pieces, the ‘ - 
tongues 21 are bent over the inner ends of 
the slots 18 and'l9 as shown in Fig. 7 and i 
the parts are ?rmly locked togetherand'held ‘:65 
against movement in either direction. I 
;I claim :— v . '~ > I‘ 

i 1.‘ In a frame‘ for automobile license plates, 
a corner piece having two legs at right angles ' 
to each other, a turned over ear on‘the' back'im. 
of each leg and a channel-section‘ straight ‘ 
piece with a tongue on the back thereof at .. 
the end adapted‘ to slip between the face of 
the corner piece and the ear thereon with the _ 
tongue vbent over the ear whereby the parts 373°‘ 
are interlocked. ' 

2. In a frame for automobile license plates,‘ 
a corner piece having two legs at right angles 
to each other, a turned over ear on the back _ 
of each leg and a channel-section“ straight "5559' 
piece with a tongue on the back thereof at the 
end adapted to slip between theface of the 
corner piece and the ear thereon with the 
tongue bent over the ear and the ear bent _ 
over the tongue whereby the parts are inter 
locked. ’ 

3. In a frame for automobile license plates, 
a corner piece having two legs at right angles 
to'each other, a turned over car on the back of n 
each leg, the inner parts of said ears being 
cut away, and a channel-section straight piece 
provided with a tongue on the back thereof at 
its endadapted to slip between thefaceof 
the corner piece and the ear thereon with 
the tongue bent over and engaging the cut-795 
away portion of the ear whereby the parts 
are interlocked. ] i 

4. In a frame for automobile license plates, 
a corner piece having'two legs at right angles 100 
to each other, a turned over ear on the back? 
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of each leg, said ears being cut away to form 
an open ended 'slot and a channel-section 
straight piece with a tongue extending from 
the back thereof at the end adapted to slip 

5 between the face and the ear of the corner 
piece with the tongue engaging the slot and 
bent over the ear whereby the parts are inter 
locked. ' V 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af 
10 fixed my signature. ' - 

HENRIK IPSEN. ' 
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